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PRENTICE-ALL FEDERAL TAX SERVICE 1938
[Par. 3.523 Possible changes in procedure governing deficiencies and re-
funds in income, estate amd gift tax oases [See also Par. 18,1l; 19,00bF 2000;
20,901; 23,453; 24,702 .2-huring T1387 W3le revenue legislation was pending
there were many rumors of proposed changes in tax procedure. It was said, for
example, that the Board of Tax Appeals would be abolished. Nothing developed,
however, and the Revenue Act of 1938 did not disturb the existing methods of
contesting deficiencies and obtaining refunds.
Although no proposed legislation along this line has as yet been introduced
in the present Congress, the possibility exists that this will occur during the
current session. One indication of the nature of changes which may be suggested
is contained in an article by Roger John Traynor in the Columbia Law Review for
December, 1938*, page 1393. The principal points in this article are summarized
below.
If and when new legislation is introduced,more definite information will, of
course be published in the Service. The purpose of the following summary is
merely to give subscribers advance notice of the possible trend of such legislation.
Preliminary Conferences
The present procedure of giving the taxpayer an opportunity to have an infor-
mal conference with respect to a proposed deficiency, in the office of the local
Revenue Agent in Charge, would apparently be continued along the same lines as at
present.
Protest to Commissioner
As to cases which were not settled by the preliminary conference, the next
step would be a notice to the taxpayer from the Commissioner, by registered mail,
giving the taxpayer opportunity to file a protest. Failure to file the protest
within the specified time would result in immediate assessment of the deficiency,
and would preclude the taxpayer from later contesting the assessment before the
Board of Tax Appeals or the courts. It will be noted that under this procedure
the taxpayer would be required to decide, at a much earlier stage in the proceed-
ing, what course he wished to follow. It would not be possible, as at present,
to disregard all notices from the Commissioner and still contest the matter in
the courts after the tax had been paid and a claim for refund filed and rejected.
The protest, in writing and under oath, would contain:
(a) the grounds of protest, item by item;
(b) the relevant facts, including both the evidentiary and the ultimate facts;
(c) A list of relevant documents, books, papers, etc., with a description
sufficient to identify them and their whereabouts and
(d) the names and addresses of persons having knowledge of the facts stated
in the protest, together with a brief statement of their connection with the trans-
aotiins involved.
*Published by Columbia Law Review, Kent Hall, Columbia University, New York
City* Price, 85 cents.
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The filing of such a protest would be followed by an infomal conference in
the field.
Findings of Fact Commissioner
If the controversy is not settled in the conferences on the protest, the Com-
missioner would be required to include in his final notice of deficiency to the
taxpayer, specific findings of fact on the matters involved. The aim of this
procedure would be to have the factual issues largely eliminabed in such cases as
proceeded to the Board of Tax Appeals, leaving only questions of law.
One feature of the suggested new procedure in connection with protests is
that the taxpayer would be required to prepare his case, and present all the facts,
during the pendency of the matter before the Bureau and, in general, new matters
could not be introduced after the case reached the Board. A practical effect of
this change would apparently be that the taxpayer would require the services of
a tax practitioner at an earlier stage in the controversy than at present.
Board of Tax Appeals
The Board of Tax Appeals would be continued, but with many changes in its
power and procedure. Before the Board, the taxpayer in his proof would be limited
to the grounds, documents and facts outlined in his protest to the Bureau. The
Commissioner would be limited to the issues and facts contained in his findings
of fact, and could thus no longer present a claim before the Board for an addi-
tinnal deficiency. The Board would be limited to the issues presented by the
findings of fact, and the taxpayer would be required to prove before the Board
that the conclusions and findings of fact of the Commissioner were erroneous.
The Board of Tax Appeals would be decentralized into five divisions which
would have complete original jurisdiction in income, estate and gift tax cases.
The refund jurisdiction of the district courts and the Court of Claims would be
transferred to the Board.
The procedure regarding refunds of tax paid on the original return of the
taxpayer would be similar to that regarding deficiencies, in that the caim for
refund would have to contain the same information as would be required in a pro-
test against a deficiency. The Commissioner would issue findings of fact showing
reasons for the disallowance, and if the taxpayer was not satisfied with such dis-
allowance he would appeal, in the same manner as if he were contesting a defi-
ciency, to the Board of Tax Appeals. Claims for refund of deficiencies as to which
the taxpayer did not take advantage of his right to protest would be eliminated.
An important feature of the suggested procedure is that once the tax liability
of a taxpayer for a particular year has been questioned, either by the Commissioner
or by the taxpayer, the consequent consideration of the return would be conclusive
as to the entire tax liability for that particular year, and after such determina-
tion any further deficiencies or refunds would be barred regardless of the non-
expiration of the statute of limitations.
03-
Single Court of TaxA a
A further important suggested change would be that appeals from decisions
of any of the divisions of the Board of Tax Appeals would be to a single Court
of Tax Appeals in Washington. Appeals from the Court of Tax Appeals would lie
by certiorari to the Supreme Court. Since an issue could reach the Supreme Court
only through the Court of Tax Appeals, both the Commissioner and all taxpayers
would be forced to acquiesce in a decision of the Court of Tax Appeals if certior-
ari were denied. This is, of course, a wide departure from the present system
under which the possibility of a question reaching the Supreme Court does not end
until certiorari has been denied as to decisions of all the Circuit Courts of
Appeal and the Court of Claims.
Filing of Bond on Petition to Board of Tax Appeals
A further recommendation is to the effect that the taxpayer be required to
post a bond or other security to guarantee the collectibility of the tax before
filing a petition with the Board. In lieu of bond, the taxpayer could of course
pay the tax at any time during the pendency of his appeal, or even during the
protest before the Bureau, and such payment would not affeot the further proceed-
ings in the case.
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THE KIPLINGER TAX LETTER
The Kiplinger Washington Agency
National Press Bldg., Washington, D.C.
Washington, Saturday, Jan. 14, 1939
"A stir has been created within certain Washington tax circles by an article
in the Dee mber issue of the Columbia Law Review.
"Many articles embodying many proposals appear in many reviews without causing
any sharp reaction in official and unofficial quarters. Contention now being made
here is, however, that the real significance of this particular writing is not ap-
parent upon its face.
"What is not indicated is that the author, Roger John Traynor, acts as an
official adviser to the Treasury on tax-policy mi:EEers; and the co-author, Stanley
S. Surrey, is a Treasury employe working on the preparation of tax detail.
"Removal of most tax cases from jurisdiction of federal courts as now consti-
tuted is most drastic proposition advocated.
"Virtual abolition of Board of Tax Appeals would be threatened, say the tax
lawyers. This is technically deniable, but the manner in which Board would be
forced to operate would prevent it from being a real check upon the findings of
the Commissioner. This would mean that the facts would be determined by the Treasury
(an interested party), with little chance that facts could be adequately reviewed.
"Some important intra-government background: It is understood that efforts
were made last year o sell idea to e Attorney General and the Solicitor General
(then Homer Cummings and Stanley Reed.)
"It is a matter of record in the Treasury that these officials definitely
turned thumbs down. Reports are that, in general, the views expressed by these
men were in opposition to recommendations which would remove tax cases from con-
sideration by existing courts, especially when many taxes are being used for more
than revenue-raising purposes.
"High spots of Traynor's plan are outlined in brief:
(ai7ii:jg f7 facts in taxpayer's case by the Commissioner.
(b) Review by Board of Tax Appeals, but provisions would invoke principle that,
if substantial evidence supports the facts as found, review of facts would not be
made. Point is being made that this is similar to ICC procedure. But fact is
that ICC is not party to suit as the Commissioner would be.
(c) Establish Court of Tax Appeals, which would be the last word on practic-
ally all but a few cases which Sup. Ct. might choose to review.
(d) Require bonds of taxpayers who appeal cases to the Board.
(e) Give new set-up jurisdiction of tax refund claim cases, most of which now
are initiated in the federal district courts.
"Such a plan would mean that tax litigation would become mostly an administra-
tive matter, with one of the participants, the government, holding the upper hand
in determining what the taxpayer should pay.
. Traor pro sal has not reaoh 4 eta of administration PLAN but it doesshow kind of hikng which is bei.ng eo to tax officials- y one of the technical
advisers. It is one basis for recent reports in our Tax Letters that some withinthe Treasury are unfriendly toward the Board of Tax Appeals. Fear among those
holding opposing views is that some of the higher tax officials might get 'sold'on such plans.
"Our opinion still is, however, that if administration deoided to suggest thisor any similar plan, Congress would be deluged by those who would oppose suchlegislation, and would not pass such a law."
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Yours of the 26th is at hand.
Let me assure you that I shall be glad to read
the article on "Administrative and Judicial
Procedure for Federal Income, Estate and Gift
Taxes - A Criticism and A Proposal". I feel
sure that it will be beneficial when the bill
which I have introduced at this session comes
up for consideration.




AssIsrANr ArToNY GENr AL
January 50, 1959





I acknowledge with thanks your
letter of January 26th, advising that you are
sending under separate cover a copy of the
December issue of the Columbia Law Review,
containing your article on "Administrative and
Judicial Procedure for Federal Income, Estate and
Gift Taxes - A Criticism and A Proposal."




UNITED STATES BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
WASHINGTON
February 1, 1939.





I have received your letter of January 26, 1939,
enclosing a copy of the December issue of the Columbia
Law Review containing an article on "Administrative and
Judicial Procedure for Federal Income, Estate and Gift
Taxes - A Criticism and A Proposal."
I had already read your article and had hoped to get
the opportunity of discussing it with you upon the occasion'
of your recent trip to Washington. Some of your suggestions
are so far reaching that I would not attempt an offhand dis-
cussion of them. It is apparent that you have given most
thoughtful study to a difficult situation. Your article has
provoked a good deal of discussion among tax people in
Washington, both within and without the Government, and in
the long run there should come from it some beneficial changes












The Attorney General has requested me toacknowledge receipt of and thank you for Your letterof Janua-ry 26, 1939,, and for the copy of the Decemberissue of the Columbia Law Review containing yourarticle on "Administrative and Tudicial Procedurefor Federal Income, Estate and Gift Taxes'--A Criticismand A Proposal," which you forwarded under separatecover.
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HARRY J. RUDICK February 6, 1939
Mr. Roger J. Traynor
University of California Law School
Berkeley, California
Dear Mr. Traynor:
I do not know now to tell you to answer the Kip-
linger letter except I doubt whether you should make any
answer. This is the opihion of Stanley Surrey with whom
I talked last week, and I am inclined to agree with him.
I believe he is trying to get the Kiplinger people to
withdraw part of its statement.
If you do reply, I think you should direct your
answer to the two basic errors made: (1) Your plan does
not make the Commissioner's findingsof fact final, and (2)
You were not trying to eliminate the Board, but on the con-
trary are increasing its importance.
One would doubt whether the writer of the Kiplinger




THE KIPLINGER TAX ILETTPR
Dear Sir:
WRITTEN PRIVATELY FOR CLIENTS
THE KIPLINGER WASHINGTON AGENCY
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
Washington, Saturday, Feb. 11,4 9
f th1 tnl lRasurvev r
A te axo.ut -oo-ktokeep you current with the trend,to keep pace with the changing prospects and developments in Washington,
as a guide to future events, is offered herein.
Congress already has begun to tackle many tax recommendations
which are before it this session. Tax-exempt salaries and securities,
social security, codification of the tax laws -- all are being considered.
Detailed action on these issues will be commented on more fully later
in this Letter, and progress will be reported in future Tax Letters.
A GENERAL tax bill is being talked behind scenes in Congress,
despite the fact that most of the current publicity out of Washington
relates to less important tax issues.
Playing down the chances for tax revision later this session
fits in with the strategy of the administration to avoid temporarily
the problem which most here believe must be faced...higher taxes.
Hopeful attitude, now evident within Congress, is misleading.
Many members publicly say that they would like to avoid increased taxes.
That is true. But privately they indicate they believe that Congress
will vote some sort of new and increased taxes this session.
A special message on taxes from the President is being awaited,
despite the fact that he urged Congress in his January budget message
to raise more revenue to cover farm and defense spending.
Congressional leaders have stated, however, that they would not
take the initiative on tax legislation unless the President prods them,
and unless he tells them in more specific terms what he really wants.
Consensus is that the President WILL send a special tax message
to Congress sometime around April 1. This view is expressed widely-
in both official and unofficial tax circles. There is much comment here
that this will become more-&-more obvious as the session moves forward,
as it becomes evident that Congress will continue policy of spending.
Current speculation is that about one-half Billion added taxes
will be the amount urged by the President.
Treasury now is working on various estimates, preparing lists
of numerous subjects to see what tax changes will be necessary to raise
one-half Billion in new taxes.
HOW raise the added revenue? There is no official indication
as to just what Treasury may recommend to Congress, but current comment
continues to put the emphasis on these possibilities:
Increased surtaxes, between $10,000 and $50,000, perhaps higher;
get more money from estate and gift taxes by lowering present exemptions;possibly try to broaden the income tax base; adjust corporation taxes.
But other surprise proposals not now mentioned probably will develop.
COPYRIGHT, 1939, THE KIPLINGER WASHINGTON AGENCY, INC.
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Undistributed profits tax: Opportunistic view now mentioned
is that administration may not oppose repeal when general tax bill is uP.
Idea is that any substitute plan for this -tx would raise corporate rates
and bring in some of the added revenue which will be needed.
Important point is that Congress will be forced to do something
about the undistributed profits tax, for it expires Dec. 31, 1939.
Excise taxes: Those which would be eliminated in June and July,
if Congress failed to act, WILL be continued. Agitation f'or re-peal
and reductions in rates will come from the special interests affected,
but this isn't the year to get such taxes lowered or eliminated.
Special import excise tax on all articles now on dutiable list
is proposed in Connery bill (H.R. 2606) as means of protecting labor
in the U.S. against low foreign labor costs. There are no signs
that the proposal will make any headway this session.
Tax-erpt--gov't salaries: H6as pedbill Weh Would p W ide
for reciprocal taxation of federal-&-state salaries. Also would prevent
retroactive collection from those now held taxable under court ruling.
Bill will have a more difficult tie getting Senate approval, that is,
the provision for reciprocal taxing of salaries. Senate WILL approve
portion preventing retroative cloleotion, however.
Taxmpt securities: Array of witnesses appearing at hearings
before special Senate committee during the week dealt another strong blow
against the enactment of a simple bil. House Ways and Means Co=mittee
anticipated trouble on this phase o tax-mexeampt problem and postponed
taking up the part dealing with securitiesO
There wilI. be much surf ace activity in Congress about proposal
to tax income from these exempt bonds, but there's very little chance
that anything will be voted this session.
Special ta treatment to aid raieroads prably will be oftered
when general tax bill is considered. The suggestion will be to provide
relief for railroads by permitting them to buy in their own securities
at lens than face or par value without paying tax on the difference
between par value and repurchase price as now is required under the law.
A similar provision covering ALL o pOratiods was voted. in the Senateawhen dL~3& RevebAned waeeuplast year-bat--was ,dsoarted in eonereneer
Social security; Treasury will appear at hearings to point out
that post of proposed amendments wiill substantially increase spending,
to otfset statements that government eans go ahead and pay more benefits
without having to get additional revenue for many years. It is obvious
that Social Security Board proposals are resulting in "troubled minds'
for the Treasury fiscal planners. But Treasury does not want to be
put in position of opposing social benefits, which it regards as 'threat'
which may force administration to ask for "even more taxes."
as lawrcodification has been finally enacted.
Limiting %he maximum tax rate to S by constitutional amendment
or by ordinary legislation: This is being held out asa possiblity,
is causing a stir among business men. But ne one in tax o ircles here
takes any such proposal very seriously.
A new plan for Judiaial and adminittative hedling of' tax oases,
offered in the Dec. Columbia Law Review by Roger 3. Thaynor, has caused
much comment within Washington tax circles. Traynor advises the Treasury
on tax matters, thus giving the article more than thsa2. significance.
Our Jan. 14 Tax Letter covered main points of the Traynor plan.
Since that time, however, additional points of view have been expressed.
These are reported herein.
Fact-finding limitations seem to be most controversial point.
Interpretation by many tax lawyers that the Commissioner would control
the finding of facts in tax cases is challenged.
What is intended, say those who support plan, is that the facts
and issues presented in the taxpayer's protest and by the Commissioner
would bind each side respectively before appeal to the Board.
This would alter the present System which now permits parties
to present NEW facts and issues AFTER case goes to Boeard. It is not
the intention to establish Bureau procedure as quasi-judicial set-up,
nor to give finding of facts "administrative finality,' however.
Objective is quicker and easier settlement of most tax cases.
Contention is that NOW neither government nor taxpayer really knows
allothat should be known about the eases before trial actually is begun.
Proposed procedure virtually would force both goverxnment and taxpayer
to present entire caso before going to the Board.
Refund claims: Many lawyers agree with Traynor recommendation
that jurisdiction of such suits should be given to Board of Tax Appeals.
Now they are initiated in the federal district courtS. Only difference
between deficiency assessments begun in the Board and claims for refunds
begun in the courts is that in court cases taxpaye7 pays his tax first.
If plan should reach legislative stage, it would have rough road.
It is evident that many lawyers would be opposed.
Incidentally, there is feeling within some government circles
that the tax bar generally is inclined to Jump to hasty conclusions,
without determining just what is suggested.
Proposal' to create an Administratiy O4Curt is worth noting now,
in light of the interest over the Traynor rooamendations which include
a C 6ft "dr Thk Appy&l8r," "tYtbW tb'laIA ot 10f ift t m td* -at c& es.
Logan bill (5. 916) proposes separate court to review decisions
and final orders of government administrative authorities and tribunals,
including, of course, the Board of Tax Appeals. Best current view is
that this will not be enacted this session.
Walter T. Cardwell wll l be in charge of the Eastern Division,
the next step in gov't's program to decentralize tax law administration,
which will begin operations March 1 and cover Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
with offices in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, anid Newark.
Hartford Allen will be the head legal officer of new division.
Both men have had more than 15 years in internal revenue service.
Regulations covering the 198RvneAtnwhv enapoe
and have been sent to the Gov't Printing Office.
Copies will NOT be a'Vailable for distribution for several weeks.
We shall advise you wheni they may be purchased.
Corporate salary publicity: Under present tax laws, another list
of salaries in excess of $15,000 would be made public. They would be
corporate salaries paid during 1937 and, under ordinary cirouwastances,
would be given publicity this year. This situation comes as a surprise
to certain members of Congress who believed that the 1938 Revenue Act
providing for publicity by the Treasury of salaries in excess of $75,000
settled this matter. But, the 1938 Revenue Act covers taxable years
beginning AFTER Dec. l, 1937. Thus 1937 salaries were covered under
the 1936 Act, which publicizes salaries above $15,000.
Treasury was urged to interpret 1938 Act so that it would cover
the 1937 salaries, but the Treasury balked. Thus -
Doughton bill to provide that Treasury publicize 1937 salaries
above $75,000, instead of having Congress publicize those above $15,000
for same year, has been introduced. Meanwhile, Doughton has arranged
for delay of salary publicity usually released early in January.
Bill will pass House, but probably will meet Senate opposition,
especially from McKellar and La Follette. [ o nt clear. 
Ways and Means tax subcommittee has been appointed to take charge
of general tax legislation which comes up before the full committee.
This is the group which will do the "digging" in the preparation
of a new tax bill. But thepuboommittee probably will do little work
until the President is ore s;ific in his recommendations to Congress.
Meanwhile, however, subcomm tPe members can have Joint Committee staff
do any work they deem necesiy
Jere Cooper (TenS.!,s been named chairman of tax subcommittee.
This places another pro-adminiStration member at head of this tax group,
for Cooper succeeds Vinson, who now is a federal judge.
But Cooper will be unable to pave the way for any tax proposals
offered by the administration as smoothly as Vinson did in past sessions.
New chairman is not so well grounded in tax fundamentals as Vinson was,
say congressional colleaguies
In addition, political opposition within Ways and Means Committee
will be stronger than for the past several years, because the Republicans
have three more seats than last session.
Other members of subcommittee are important, for these are men
who will be most influent'ial in molding the tax laws:
S-M~Cormack4Ma stsya ttghtiregarded-by other House members
and will have much to say about tax legislation. He might have been
chairman of the tax subcommittee, except for his opposition last Sesion
to some of the administration tax plans.
Boehne (Ind.), Disney (Okla.), Buck (Cal.), and Duncan (Mo
are the other Democratic members of subcommittee.
Republicans named to the tax subcommittee are Treadway (Mas.)
'Reed and Crowther (both from N.Y.).
which will apply to 1939 will be covered in future Tax Letters.
Yours very truly,
Feb. 11, 1939.
THE KI PLIN A(ENCY
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The Kiplinger Tax Letter
Washington, Saturday, Feb. 11, 1939.
"A new plan for judicial and administrative handling of tax cases,
offered in the Dec. Columbia Law Review by Roger J. Traynor, has caused
much comment within Washington tax circles. Traynor advises the Treasury
on tax matters, thus giving the article more than usual significance.
"Our Jan. 14 Tax Letter covered main points of the Traynor plan.
Since that time, however, additional points of view have been expressed.
These are reported herein.
"Fact-finding limitations seem to be most controversial point. Inter-
pretation by many tax lawyers that the Commissioner would control the find-
ing of 'facts in tax cases is challenged.
"What is intended, say those who support plan, is that the facts and
issues presented in the taxpayer's protest and by the Commissioner would
bind each side respectively before appeal to the Board.
"This would alter the present system which now permits parties to pre-
sent NEW facts and issues AFTER case goes to Board. It is not the intention
to establish Bureau procedure as quasi-judicial set-up, nor to give finding
of facts "administrative finality," however.
"Objective is quicker and easier settlement of most tax cases. Conten-
tion is that NOW neither government nor taxpayer really knows all that
should be known about the cases before trial actually is begun. Proposed
procedure virtually would force both government and taxpayer to present
entire case before going to the Board.
"Refund claims: Many lawyers agree with Traynor recommendation that
jurisdiotion of such suits should be given to Board of Tax Appeals. Now
they are initiated in the federal district courts. Only difference between
deficiency assessments begun in the Board and claims for refunds begun in
the courts is that in court cases taxpayer pays his tax first.
"If plan should reach legislative sage, it would have rough road. It
is evident that many lawyers would be opposed.
"Incidentally, there is feeling within some government circles that
the tax bar generally is inclined to jump to hasty conclusions, without
determining just what is suggested.
"Proposal to create an Administrative Court is worth noting now, in
light of the interest over the Traynor recommendations which include a Court
of Tax Appeals, to be the "last woi'd" in most tax cases.
"Logan bill (8. 916) proposes separate court to review decisions and
final orders of government administrative authorities and tribunals, includ-
ing, of course, the Board of Tax Appeals. Best current view is that this
will not be enacted this session."
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Professor Roger J. Traynor,
University of California Law School,
Berkeley, California.
Dear Traynor:
I had quite a long talk with Mr. Sternhagen yesterday
in which the subject of your Columbia article came up. I
think Mr. Sternhagen disagrees pretty violently with your
recommendations, particularly as to what he calls an
inconsistency between concentrating the courts of appeal
and spreading the Board all over the country. He thinks the
Board could not function that way. I told him that so far
as the Board was concerned your principal thought was not
to diffuse the Board so much as to give it jurisdiction as
to refunds.
I might have been able to do more with Sternhagen
if I had not had to leave before we could cover this subject.
Anyway I thought you would be interested to know that I had
the conference. Mr. Sternhagen said incidentally that Mr.








* I imagine you will receive your reprints very shortly. I
have not yet been informed of the cost and consequently cannot bill
you for your proper share. In order not to cross wires, will it be
all right for me to send reprints to Milton Carter, Marrs, Wenchel,
Beaman, O'Brien, and a couple of other Treasury people that I may














Inclosed is a draft of the talk I expect to give to the
Tax Clinic. Will it be possible for you to look it over and give
me your comments, with the hope that the comments may reach me at












Prof. Roger John Traynor, April 12, 1939




May I ask you to read the enclosed article on " Judicial
Review in Taxation"?
I desire to call your special aidphi'trcular attention to the quotation











I have been reading in various places, most recently
in the April issues of The Tax Magazine and the Bar Association
Journal, about your suggestions for improving the procedure for
determining federal income taxes.
To be quite blunt about it, and, of course, without
first-hand knowledge of the facts, I should infer from what I
have read that you cannot have a very adequate idea of what
actually happens in the "run of the mill" adjustments of taxes
between taxpayers and the Bureau of Internal Revenue. While (1)
pressure to collect taxes is as great as it is, (2) revenue
agents are rated as to efficiency, in part at least, for the
additional taxes they bring in, and (3) the general capacity of
field agents remains as it is, there is, I am satisfied after
many years of experience, just about a "Chinaman's chance" of
proper findings of controverted facts in negotiations between
taxpayers and representatives of the Department. As to the
conditions above mentioned which control in a large measure the
actual disposition of most of the cases'(1) there seems no
prospect of less pressure to get revenue in the imediate future,
(2) the spirit of rivalry of agents, for their own advantage, in
trying to get more taxes is not something that is likely to dis-
appear, and (3) the general capacity of revenue agents to find
facts under the existing system is not likely to improve, much.
Therefore, as I see it, the practical effect of what you are
suggesting would probably be (1) even more wasted effort and
expense of taxpayers in trying to get facts established with the
Department, and (2) frustration because, in spite of such effort,
the facts would not be properly developed short of such an
impartial tribunal as the Board of Tax Appeals.
Although I fully realize the shortcomings of the
present system, I cannot help feeling that in the long run it
will not prove to be a constructive service either to taxpayers
or to the Treasury to advocate a system under which facts would
have to be found before a case gets out of the Treasury; because
there is not now, and I do not think there will be, any opportunity
for satisfactory fact finding procedure when both parties to the
effort to find the facts are almost of necessity so partisan as
to make practically impossible the spirit in which fact finding
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complete article in 38 Columbia Law Review 1593, aome
of the doubts set forth in your letter of April 15
should be removed* I should like to call your attenw
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x of note 51
Jo Traynor
Reprinted from the Georgetown Law Journal for November, 1938, Vol. 27,
No. 1, also reprinted in the Baltimore Daily Record of January 3rd, 1939.
JUDICIAL REVIEW IN TAXATION
(A NECESSITY IN A GOVERNMENT OF LAW)
GEORGE STEWART BROWN
In the general discussion over Administrative Law now going on,
it may be profitable to consider the origin, history and development
of the judicial review of the legality of a tax. This arose and was
fully developed before the expression "Administrative Law" was
ever used in this country.
In the first place the term "Administrative Law" may be some-
what misleading. It simply means "Public Law," that which grows
out of litigation between the citizen and his government, as dis-
tinguished from "Private Law," the law which controls litigation
between private individuals.
To the casual person the term "Administrative Law" may falsely
suggest the idea of a court performing some part of the administra-
tion of government. That is a complete misconception. For clarity,
then, the term "Public Law" is greatly to be preferred in any dis-
cussion of the subject of whether or not, and if so to what extent,
the action of governmental administrators should be subject to court
review.
When government was simple, before it assumed its present mul-
titudinous duties and all pervading control of social problems, the
suits between the citizens and their government arose principally
concerning the incidence, and application, of tax laws. The ad-
ministrative action of government officials in applying, assessing
and levying taxes was the principal administrative action which
citizens desired to have reviewed by the courts.
As the sovereign government was not suable directly without
statutory permission and as, at that time, there were no statutes
giving such review it required the ingenuity of the common-law
lawyers to invent remedies to meet the situation and to promote
the ends of justice.
It was always plain that when an administrative official mis-
applied a tax law, by including within the tax subjects or persons
not intended by the legislature, or by imposing a rate or amount
of tax higher than the law authorized, either by misapplying the
facts which made the law apply, or by misconstruing the terms of
the law itself, an injustice was done and the government treasury
was enriched at the expense of. the citizen by taking something
which did not belong to it.
* A.B., Johns Hopkins University (1893), LL.B., University of Maryland
(1895). Judge of United States Customs Court since 1913. Author of: The
United States Customs Court (1933) 19 A. B. A. J. 333; Judicial Review inCustoms Taxation (1933) 26 LAW. AND BANK. 263.
(1)
The common-law writs of mandamus and prohibition, the writ of
right and the equitable writ of injunction, all invented or applied
by the courts to control the illegal acts of public officials, as well
as the illegal acts of individuals, did not fully meet the situation.
They generally lay in the discretion of the court, and the court
could not review a discretion in the official expressly granted by the
statutory law, but could only correct an arbitrary abuse of such
official discretion. For the purpose of giving a judicial review of
the administrative act of collecting an illegal rate or amount of tax
they were not fully effective. Something more had to be done.
The common law courts came to the rescue by sustaining the
common law action against the tax collector himself which com-
pelled him to pay to the citizen the amount of an illegal tax col-
lected by him, whether it arose through his mistake in finding the
facts which made the law applicable, or his mistake in construing
the law. The former, of course, was just as vital and necessary as
the latter.
In the United States, following settled British precedents1 the
doctrine was first declared in its fullness by the Supreme Court in
Elliott v. Swartwout.2 The court here points out that, if in making
payment to a collector, notice is given to him that the duties charged
are too high, and that the party paying did so only to get possession
of his goods, and a declaration is made by such party that he intends
to sue the collector to recover the amount erroneously paid and so
the collector should not pay it over to the Treasury, then certainly
the party in question should have an action against the collector.
To hold otherwise would mean that no action would lie against
a collector to recover excess duties paid to him, but that recourse
must always be had to the government for redress. This would be
carrying the exemption of public officers too far. 2a
Later in Bend v. Hoyt the court concludes in effect that the law
must be where an agent illegally demands and receives money, and
then pays such money over to his principal, after notice not to do
so, he is nevertheless personally liable for such money as was paid
to him illegally.3
'Irving v. Wilson, 4 T. R. 485 (1791).
2 "The suit was originally instituted in the Superior Court of the City of
New York by the plaintiff against the defendant, the Collector of the Port of
New York; and was removed by certiorari into the Circuit Court of the United
States." 10 Pet. 137 (U. S. 1836).
2a10 Pet. 137, 156 (U. S. 1836).
3 In Bend v. Hoyt, 13 Pet. 263, 267 (U. S. 1839), Justice Story said, "As to
the first question, there is no doubt that the collector is generally liable in an
action to recover back an excess of duties paid to him as collector where the
duties have been illegally demanded and a protest of the illegality has been
made at the time of payment or notice then given that the party means to
contest the claim whether he has paid in the money to the government or not."
(2)
For
Mr. Justice Cardozo made some interesting comments regarding
the historical development of the judicial remedy in taxation in
Moore Ice Cream Company v. Rose, Collector of Internal Revenue,4
wherein he stated that, at common law, and under the Federal
Statutes for many years, protest at time of payment was a condition
precedent to the recovery of taxes.5 This rule was finally abolished
by the Revenue Act of 1924 which applied to all future suits (but
not to suits pending). He pointed out further that this requirement
of protest, when it was in effect prior to the statute, applied to suits
against the government itself as well as the Collector of Internal
Revenue and that in the latter case the United States was usually
the genuine defendant, the liability of the nominal defendant being
only a formality. Thus the Government was unjustly enriched at
the expense of the taxpayers when it held on to moneys collected
illegally, with or without protest.6 It is to be noticed that Judge
Cardozo refers to customs cases and income tax cases interchange-
ably, rightly considering the principles equally applicable to both.
The trouble with those who maintain that the finding of the facts
which make the tax applicable by the administrative officials should
be binding on the reviewing court if there is any substantial evi-
dence to support it (and there usually is some), is that they prac-
tically propose that the party defendant (or his subordinates, which
a mounts to the same thing) may bind the plaintiff taxpayer as to
the facts without effective judicial review. - That is obnoxious to
the most elementary principles of justice. It violates the principle
that no one can be both actor and judge in his own case. The
judicial review remaining, whenever the case turned upon a mixed
question of law and fact, which is generally the case in customs
taxation and frequently true in other taxation, would be a sham
and a farce.
4289 U. S. 373, 375 (1933).
5 Elliot v. Swartwout, 10 Pet. 137, 153 (U. S. 1836) ; Curtis's Adm'x. v.
Fiedler, 2 Black 461 (U. S. 1862) ; Cheseborough v. United States, 192 U. S.
253 (1904) ; United States v. N. Y. & Cuba Mail S.S. Co., 200 U. S. 488 (1906).
6289 U. S. 373, 378 (1933). Justice Cardozo continues on page 380: "As the
law stood before later statutes, the taxpayer's protest was notice to a Collector
that suit was about to follow, and was warning not to pay into the Treasury
the moneys collected. Elliott v. Swartwout, supra; Snkmetanka v. Indiana Steel
Co., 257 U. S. 1, 4. Statutes first enacted in 1839 (Act of March 3, 1839, c. 82,
§ 2, 5 Stat. 348) and progressively broadened (R. S. § 3210, c. 26 U. S. C.
§ 140), made it the duty of the Collectors to pay the money over to the Gov-
ernment, whether there had been protest or no protest. At first this was
thought to have relieved them from personal liability (Cary v. Curtis, 3 How.
236; Smietanka v. Indiana Steel Co., supra), but later acts of Congress estab-
lish a different rule, though maintaining the duty to make remittance to the
Treasury. Philadelphia v. Collector, 5 Wall. 720, 731; Curtis's Adm' v.
Fiedler, 2 Black 461, 479; Collector v. Hubbard, supra; Arnson v. Murphy,
109 U. S. 238, 241; 5 Stat. 727; 12 Stat. 434, 725, 729; 12 Stat. 741, § 12; 13
Stat. 239; 14 Stat. 329, § 8."
(3)
Only in those rare cases where the facts are admitted and the
litigation turns solely upon the construction of the language of the
law would the citizen's rights be protected and preserved.
Those early Supreme Court cases where the principle was de-
clared, involved customs taxation, then the main source of our
Federal revenue. The principle necessarily applies, however, to all
forms of taxation. It carries with it a right to a jury trial on the
facts.
While statutory remedies have succeeded it since 1890 in customs
taxation 7by direct suit against the United States, an equivalent
action to recover illegally collected income, estate and other taxes
with a jury trial may be brought in the United States District
courts to-day.8
Thus the public law to permit review of governmental action in
levying illegal taxation developed early as a substantive proposition
in a class by itself. Such judicial review is vital in a government
of law constitutional in form, as distinguished from a totalitarian
government where the citizen has no rights which the government
is bound to respect.
Without if, Frank J. Goodnow, former President of Columbia
,University and of Johns Hopkins University, says that constitu-
tional government is impossible.9
The judicial review from the findings of the so-called independent
agencies of Congress, such as the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the Federal Trade Commission, the Labor Relations Board, the
Tariff Commission, and the like, is very limited in scope. This is
because they carry out delegated powers legislative in character.
They fill in the legislative details and apply to particular situations
a legislative discretion in furtherance of the general indefinite.legis-
lative policy declared by Congress.' 0
Judicial review of the action of the above agencies and their
factual determinations is usually confined to constitutional ques-tions, which are few; and to violations of the statutory require-
ments in procedure, including a fair hearing. The courts cannot
review the weight of the evidence upon which their findings arebased but can only set them aside as being purely arbitrary.
7 See the writer's The United States Customs Court (1933) 19 A. B. A. J.333; 82 Cong. Rec., Part 3, Appendix, December 11, 1937, at 411.
8 McCaughn v. Real Estate Co., 297 U. S. 606 (1936); Higgins v. White, 93F. (2d) 357 (1937).
9 GooDNow, PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT (1st ed. 1916) 244.10 Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co. v. United States, 288 U. S. 294 (1933);L. & N. Ry. v. Garrett, 231 U* 8. 298j 305 (1913) ; Simpson v. Shepard, 230U. S. 354 (1913). Arizona Grocery v. Atchison Ry., 284 U. 5. 370 (1932), atpage 386 Mr. Justice Roberts says ". . . it speaks as the legislature, and itspronouncement has the force of a statute."
(4)
Whatever justification there may be for that limited review, on
principle it cannot apply to the administration of a tax law. The
administration of tax laws consists simply in collecting the rate
or amount of taxes which the legislature has imposed. The tax
collector does not act under a delegated power, legislative in char-
acter, to levy taxes as the agent of Congress under a delegated
Congressional rule, as does the tariff Commission under the Flexible
Tariff and the President in negotiating a reciprocity treaty. The
collector simply collects the taxes in rate or amount as fixed by
Congress in the law itself. He does not make the law. He does
not change the law even in the remotest detail.
If then his discretion in construing it, or in finding the facts which
make it applicable, is binding, without any right to the disgruntled
taxpayer to a day in court to test the accuracy of his findings, both
as to law and fact, before a court independent in tenure of the
executive, which must weigh the evidence as well as construe the
law, the tax collector becomes an autocrat instead of an adminis-
trator. The taxpayer has no protection from the collector's illegal
action whatsoever. The taxpayer in such circumstances must pay
what the official demands from him whether the legislature has
taxed him or not.
As La Ferriere says, before the official the citizen can only beg
and complain. Any relief he obtains is a matter of favor and grace.
When he gets before a court, however, he asserts a right to be
treated according to the terms of the law and according to the facts
w hich make the law applicable, and demands that his rights be
iespected by a judgment of the court in his favor."
That denotes the difference between a government of law and a
government of men, between a free government and one under which
the citizens are not free.
Denial of the judicial review in taxation would set up autocracy
in its worst form, applying the principles of a totalitarian govern-
ment. It would amount to taxation by administrative flat instead
of by law. As taxation is the power to destroy it would indeed
establish a supreme omnipotent bureaucracy. This is equally true
no matter what supposedly expert advice the tax administrator
takes before acting and no matter how full and free a hearing he,
or his subordinates of limited tenure, vouchsafe to the begging and
complaining taxpayer.
After all he, or his subordinates acting for the Government, are
virtually the defendants when the matter gets into court, and so
far and to the extent that his action on either law or fact binds the
court and limits the review, he becomes actor and judge in his own
case.
1LA FERiIERE, TRAiTE DE LA JURISDICTION ADMINISTRATIVE ET DES RECOURS
CONTENTIEUX, pp. 6, 2 (1896).
(5)
The dangerous ground which we are approaching is vividly set
forth by Coleman Silbert in the January, 1938 GEORGETOWN LAW
JOURNAL in an article entitled "Federal Taxation Remedies and
the Doctrine of Sovereignty." At page 224 he mentions the recent
suggestions of some legal writers that the remedies of all taxpayers
be curtailed. This would be a calamity. The public should be
aroused to the danger thus threatened, presumably in the name
of fancied efficiency in government.
No government could be described rightly as either efficient or
honest which denies to its citizens all legal remedy for the return
of illegally collected taxes. It is admitted that believers in a totali-
tarian form of government would not concur in that statement.
As the functions of government continue to increase, and new
forms of taxation multiply, the question of the judicial review of
administrative action, and particularly the question of maintaining
in their full integrity the legal remedies to compel the return by
government of illegally collected taxes, becomes of tremendous im-
portance in a government of law such as ours.
The denial of a full, adequate and complete judicial review of
either questions of law or questions of fact in taxation cases be-
comes more disastrous in its effects upon the citizens of a free
democratic state as governmental functions continue to expand and
multiply.
The fact that under the doctrine of sovereignty the government
may have the "power" to deny such relief to its citizens is not a
sound public reason for exercising such tyrannical power. It is
hardly a question of policy or expediency as some seem to think. It
seems to the writer to be a simple question of right and wrong.
Mr. Justice Story stated in effect in Cary v. Curtis 12 that the
most important power of a free people is that of levying taxes and
duties; that if this power is to rest simply with an executive func-
tionary of the government, who has discretionary powers from
which there is no appeal to any judicial tribunal, then certainly,
there is no security whatsoever for the rights of citizens. Further-
more if Congress can, within its constitutional authority, vest such
arbitrary power of interpretation in an executive functionary, there
is hardly a limit to the scope of legislation which may give further
such power to the executive department, even to the executive him-
self. Certainly it was not the intent of Congress to deprive the
citizen of such an important remedy and so leave him without any
adequate protection.
12 Cary v. Curtis, 3 How, 236, 254, 256, 257 (1845). The details are given in
the writer's The United States Customs Court (1933) 19 A. B. A. J. 333, 416;
and Judicial Review in Customs Taxation (1933) 26 LAW. AND BANK. 263. See
also DeLima v. Bidwell, 182 U. S. 1 (1901) ; and United States v. Schlesinger,
14 Fed. 682, 683 (1882).
(6)
Justice Story points out further that in such a case the only
place of appeal will be to the Secretary of the Treasury. None of
the rules of law will apply and even though the Secretary acts in
a fair and just manner, as he naturally would, there is nevertheless
a usurpation of judicial authority by the executive branch of the
government. In a sense one entire field of controversy will no
longer be tried by the law courts, but rather be decided by a single
man. And lastly, discounting all of the above, the question arises
can one man' decide a problem so fraught with difficulties, and in
which the line of demarcation between various articles and fabrics,
for instance is so fine and sometimes obscure? Certainly in such
complicated matters a judicial inquiry is more fitting than the dis-
cretion of one man.
Justice Story summarizes in his conclusion, that it is a known
fact that the Secretary of the Treasury issues his instructions in
detail to the various collectors of the customs setting out his inter-
pretation of the various revenue laws. Therefore, the right of
appeal to the Secretary is fruitless, as he has already made known
his ideas and in the great majority of the cases the collectors fol-
low his instructions in detail. Thus everyone knows in advance
how the Secretary will decide. And since the constitution looks
to the courts for the interpretation of the laws, it is illogical now
to rest that right in an executive officer. In the opinion of Justice
Story, Congress never intended to pass any statute by which the
courts of the United States and the courts of the several states should
be excluded from all judicial power in the interpretation of the
revenue laws, and substituted for these courts an executive func-
tionary. This would in effect deprive the citizen of rights, privi-
leges, and liberities to which he is entitled under our system of
government.
Although what Justice Story had to say in the above opinion
was filed as a dissent it became the law by declaratory action of
Congress thirty-six days after its delivery. It is the most forceful
statement of the absolute necessity of an independent judicial re-
view in taxation to be found anywhere.
Dr. Frank J. Goodnow, former President of Columbia University
and former President of Johns Hopkins University, also adds weight
to the argument that the reviewing court must be independent of
executive control if constitutional government is to be preserved:
"We may say, then, that one of the fundamental principles of constitu-
tional government, as seen in the law of modern European States is:
"First-The existence of judicial bodies independent in tenure of the
executive; which shall,
"Second-Apply the law regulating the relations of individuals one with
another-usually called the private law-by deciding the cases brought
before them; and,
(7)
"Third-Shall apply in the same manner the law regulating the rela-
tions between officers of the government and private individuals-usually
called the public or administrative law.
"Whether a formal distinction is made between the private and theadministrative law, and whether these two functions are. discharged bythe same courts, are matters of comparatively little importance. The !in-
portant thing is that the courts which have these powers shall be inde-
pendent of the executive. Without such independence it may be said
that constitutional government is impossible." 13
In conclusion, Woodrow Wilson in his lectures at Princeton
stated the necessity of such an independent judicial review in a
fashion which seems to be a prophetic answer to the present day
advocates of an authoritarian, as distinguished from a constitu-
tional, form of government:'4
"A man is not free through representative assemblies, he is free by his
own action, in his own dealings with the persons and powers about him,
or he is not free at all. There is no such thing as corporate liberty.
Liberty belongs to the individual, or it does not exist. And so the instru-
mentalities through which individuals are afforded protection against the
injustice or the unwarranted exactions of government are central to the
whole structure of a constitutiQual system. From the very outset in
modern constitutional history until now it has invariably been recognized
as one of the essentials of constitutional government that the individual
should be provided with some tribunal to which he could resort with the
confident expectation that he shbuld find justice there, not only justice
as against other individuals who have disregarded his rights or sought
to disregard them, but also justice against the government itself, a perfect
protection against all violations of law. Constitutional government is
par excellence a government of law."
13 GooDNow, PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUTIONAL GOvERNMENT (1st ed. 1916) 244.




Honorable George Stewart Brown
United States Customs Court
201 Variok Street
New York, New York
Dear Judge Browns
Thawk you very much for sending me a reprint of
your article on Judicial Review in Taxation which I have
road with much interest. I should like to call your atten
tion to the second paragraph of note 51 of the artiole in
38 Columbia Law Review at page(421 which makes clear that
the article does not advocate that the Coamisioner's finding5















I have read your article in the Columbia Law Review
on Administrative and Judicial Procedure for Federal Income, etc.
lazes. Nothing in it leads me to any different conclusion from
that which I expressed in writing you recently, viz., that you
do not seem to have a sufficient familiarity with the way (as
I expressed it) the"run of the mill" cases of taxpayers go.
Ideally, the field agent should be the representative
of the Department best able to find facts bearing on the
liability of taxpayers. He has access to the accounts and
records of the taxpayer, has the opportunity informally to
discuss the case with the taxpayer, his employees and his
representatives, and in many cases has sufficient local back-
ground so that he knows either the taxpayer or his line of
business, or the particular problem under the local conditions
and applicable law.
Actually, however, while he remains in the work
classification in which he now is, with consequent range of com-
pensation, and while he is, as he now is, under continuous
pressure, both by formal rulings and otherwise, to find ad
ditional tax wherever possible, what actually happens is that
he reports, in many cases, not the actual facts, but a garbled
or erroneous version of them as related to the indidated ad-
ditional tax. It is largely not his fault, but rather the,
result of the conditions under which he works.
When his report is submitted for consideration in
the next stage of proceedings of the Department, the taxpayer
is under a very great handicap, as I am sure you would realize
if you were all the time dealing with cases as they come up on
agentat reports. The next representative of the Depatmtent
almost inevitably starts with a bias in favor of the report
oaming to> him from the field agent. The conferee lacks the
opportunities of the field agent for directly informing himself
of the facts. In consequence, in very many instances eaes !re
settled not on the facts but by a compromise between the taxpayer
and the conferee not merely as to the principles involved
but as to the facts assumed for the purpose of the compromise.
Professor Roger J. Traynor,
If and when the Department becomes willing to take
its position as the representative of the community, including
the particular taxpayer, and not as if it were an opposing
party in a private controversy, and if and when the standard
of capacity and compensation of field agents can be raised
to a considerably higher level, most of the difficulties in
cases, other than those involving necessarily new and con-
troversial questions of law, could best be disposed of in the
first contact between the taxpayer and the Department, viz.,
with the field agent.
In the meantime such a procedure with reference to
determination of facts as you propose would, I am confident,
lead to much fruitless expense and vexation for the taxpayer.
He would be in the position of struggling against findings of
fact by the Commissioner which would be likely to be far from
judicial determinations, or he would, in dispair of getting a
proper result, continue, as he does now, in many cases, to pay
more than he should because he cannot with the present Depart-
ment machinery reach a basis for a proper conclusion. Under
these circumstances, in the relatively few cases that taxpayers
find it necessary or are willing to appeal beyond the Treasury,
it seems to me that the more important thing is to give an
opportunity before an unbiased tribunal to find what the real
facts are and to determine the tax properly, rather than, as
you suggest on page 1419 of your article, to do away with the
possibility of a real correction of the liability by the
independent tribunal.
I hope you will understand that I am writing you again
not because I have any desire to make captious criticism of
your proposals. I realize fully the shortcomings of the present
system. I feel, however, that we shall not get ahead by trying
to make improvements as if the conditions in actual operations
between the Treasury and the taxpayer were what they are not.
It seems to me that it is vital to recognize the necessary short-
comings of administrative procedure as we are able to have it
and not,in a matter as important as taxationto shut off the
opportunity of the taxpayer who has the patience and the courage
to go after itto get an unbiased determination both of his
state of facts and the application of the law to them. In
theory, of course, any determination of facts by the Commissioner
under the protest would be subject to correction, but in practice
I am satisfied the taxpayer needs a free hand to establish his
real liability before the Board both on the facts and on the
law.
Very truly yours
EL~
- 2s-
